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Give particular attention to the young artists, organize them, turn all your efforts to
giving polish to those natural artists from among the workers and peasants who are |
beginning to prove their worth in wall newspapers; and the hour is not far off when, j
perhaps, the Soviet art school will be destined to become the most original and most
important factor in the renaissance of world art.

Ceaseless artistic self-discipline, ceaseless artistic self-perfection, unremitting effort
in the preparations for the next AKhRR exhibition - this is the only path that will lead
to the creation of a genuine, new art on whose heights form will fuse with content. And
the presidium of AKhRR and its Russian Communist Party (Bolsheviks) faction appeal
to all artists who hold near and dear the behests and aims set before AKhRR to rally
around the association in a powerful, united, artistic, and revolutionary organization.

4 David A. Siqueiros (1896-1974) et al. 'A Declaration of Social,
Political and Aesthetic Principles'

Siqueiros was active in the Mexican mural art movement in the years following the Mexican \. His commitment to Communism later led him into conflict with the other leading j

muralist, Diego Rivera, when in the 1930s the latter became allied with Trotsky (see IVB13and
IVD9). During Trotsky's exile in Mexico, Siqueiros was in fact implicated in an assassination
attempt against him. The Declaration denigrates the tradition of easel art for its alleged I
privacy and elitism, and instead advocates a monumental public art. Drawn up by Siqueiros in
1922, it was signed by all the members of the Syndicate of Technical Workers, Painters and
Sculptors. The present translation, by Sylvia Calles, is taken from David A. Siqueiros, Art aid \ London, 1975, pp. 24-5. (For further texts by Siqueiros see IVB16 and VC20.) I

The Syndicate of Technical Workers, Painters and Sculptors directs itself to the native
races humiliated for centuries; to the soldiers made into hangmen by their officers; tol
the workers and peasants scourged by the rich; and to the intellectuals who do not j
flatter the bourgeoisie.

We side with those who demand the disappearance of an ancient, cruel system
in which the farm worker produces food for the loud-mouthed politicians and bosses,
while he starves; in which the industrial workers in the factories weave cloth and by
the work of their hands make life comfortable for the pimps and prostitutes, while they
crawl and freeze; in which the Indian soldier heroically leaves the land he has tilled and ]
eternally sacrifices his life in a vain attempt to destroy the misery which has lain on his!
face for centuries.

The noble work of our race, down to its most insignificant spiritual and physical!
expressions, is native (and essentially Indian) in origin. With their admirable and
extraordinary talent to create beauty, peculiar to themselves, the art of the Mexican peopk
is the most wholesome spiritual expression in the world and this tradition is our greatest
treasure. Great because it belongs collectively to the people and this is why ourl
fundamental aesthetic goal must be to socialize artistic expression and wipe out!
bourgeois individualism.

We repudiate so-called easel painting and every kind of art favoured by ultra-
intellectual circles, because it is aristocratic, and we praise monumental art in all its
forms, because it is public property.
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me proclaim that at this time of social change from a decrepit order to a new one, the
beaters of beauty must use their best efforts to produce ideological works of art for the
keople; art must no longer be the expression of individual satisfaction which it is today,
but should aim to become a fighting, educative art for all.

k D 4 r- <A/T T •>E Red Group: Manifesto

leRed Group arose out of the old Novembergruppe Opposition (see IIIB8 and 9), as an
[organization of artists active in the Communist Party (KPD) in Weimar Germany. Most of its
perents had previously been involved in Berlin Dada, and tended now to be involved in the
leue Sachlichkeit movement, which basically entailed an 'objective' approach to painting
lid photography (see IIIA12). As they understood it, 'objectivity' involved no conflict with
kartisanship in terms of the class struggle and its attendant political alignments. First
pished in Die Rote Fahne (The Red Flag), 57, Berlin, 1924. The present translation is
tkenfrom M. Kay Flavell, George Grosz: A Biography, New Haven, CT, 1988, p. 309.

I

Communist Artists' Group

wrists organized and active in the Communist Party have combined to form a
Eommunist Artists' Group. The members of this group, known as 'The Red Group
• the Union of Communist Artists', share the conviction that a good Communist

is first of all a Communist, and only secondarily a technician, artist, and so on.
phey believe that all knowledge and skills are tools placed in the service of the class

struggle.
Inclose conjunction with the local central organs of the Communist Party they have

•ndertaken to realize the following programme, briefly outlined below, in order to
Increase the effectiveness of communist propaganda in the fields of literature, drama
kid the visual arts. The mode of production of communist artists, hitherto much too
parchistic, must now be replaced by a planned form of cooperation:

11 Organization of ideologically unified propaganda evenings.
, 2 Practical support in all revolutionary meetings.
13 Opposition to the Free German ideological survivals in proletarian meetings

(patriotic romanticism).
14 Artistic training organized within each district; sample copies of wall newspapers;

guidance in preparing posters and placards for demonstrations, etc.; support of
] the efforts (far too dilettantish at present) of party members to proclaim the

revolution by word and image.
5 Organization of travelling exhibitions.

Ideological and practical education among the revolutionary artists themselves..

Public opposition to counter-revolutionary cultural manifestations.
18 Disruption and neutralization of work by bourgeois artists.

Exploitation of bourgeois art exhibitions for propaganda purposes.
Contact with pupils in art establishments and institutions, in order to revolution-
ize them.


